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CoolVu of College Station works with vendors to service the windows and finished surfaces at their facility. We repair
old, cracking and weathered surfaces using our surface finishes and other graphics. We remove and replace outdated
perforated graphics on buildings, protect facilities using safety film and anti-graffiti films, and we service and
remove/replace outdated and underperforming glass and surface solutions.

CERAMIC SOLAR CONTROL WINDOW FILM
Ceramic solar control window film is your next-level solution for managing sunlight and UV damage while enjoying
impressive energy savings. CoolVu’s proprietary Ceramic Transitional window films adapt to the sun’s intensity and
darken when exposed to direct sunlight providing for perfect sun control when needed most. Maintain views, lower air
conditioning costs, and improve interior comfort with the installation of CoolVu’s full line of ceramic solar control
window films.

GLASS FILM FOR
PRIVACY
CoolVu offers an extensive array of frosted privacy film and architectural glass finish options for businesses of every
type. CoolVu’s designer or customizable privacy film products are available with economical finishes to renovate and
enhance conference rooms, glass walls, and office partitions.

PERFORATED
WINDOW GRAPHICS
CoolVu’s perforated vinyl window graphics transform buildings and retail windows into valuable advertising space
while providing one-way privacy, sunshade, and still allowing filtered sun light to come through the glass. For long or
short-term installation, perforated vinyl can be tailored to your brand with custom high-resolution graphics and easily
removed without damage.
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CUSTOM PRINTS
There are a variety of options for refreshing your surfaces and fixtures
with minimal downtime and waste. Enhance walls and windows with printed graphics, murals, and custom wallpaper.
Protect and re-finish stone, wood, and surfaces of all kinds with specialty films, ceramic coatings, and architectural
finishes. Hundreds of design options
are readily available, or have any digital image converted onto a printable film to be applied on walls or glass surfaces,
enhancing your store or office space.

SAFETY & SECURITY
WINDOW FILMS
Protect your business and your investments with safety and security window film. Security window films fortify door
and window glass to provide resistance against intrusions and forced entries, protecting your weakest points of entry.
While security films make it much more difficult for vandals to break into your store, it also protects you and your
inventory from the harm caused by flying shattered glass during a severe weather event.

ANTI-GRAFFITI FILMS
Protect against graffiti tagging, scratching, aging, corrosion, and discoloration with CoolVu’s anti-graffiti glass films.
The semi-permanent anti-graffiti film, which is nearly invisible after installation, is not only
a deterrent against vandalism, but it also decreases, if not eliminates, the need for costly glass replacement. Over
time, retail stores can easily save tens of thousands of dollars more on a single-window replacement by installing
these sacrificial anti-graffiti window protective film coatings.
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